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The German Russians In Words
From Moscow Femfest, an acclaimed feminist festival launched in 2017, to the Eve's Ribs community hub and domestic violence centre Nasiliu.net, Russia's feminist infrastructure is growing – in Moscow ...
‘The word feminism is still a trigger’: Russia's feminists in their own words
As Germany prepares for elections on 26 September, a surprising candidate for Chancellor offers hope of repairing the U.S.-German alliance.
Annalena Baerbock could save the US-German alliance, Armin Laschet could ruin it
After Napoleon’s defeat came the haggling over Europe’s future. David Andress reveals how diplomatic talks in Vienna ushered in a new authoritarian order that would change the continent forever ...
Europe after Napoleon: what the Congress of Vienna meant for the coalition powers
The paranoid purges of Joseph Stalin killed much of the Red Army's officer corps in the years before World War II.
The Forgotten Reason Nazi Germany Nearly Conquered Russia
1-6) THAT RUSSIANS HAVE TENDED TO PROFESS a near-religious, if not indeed fetishistic, veneration for the power of language—for the Word—is well known ... The Romantic (German idealist) emphasis on ...
The Word Made Self: Russian Writings on Language, 1860–1930
While ignoring international pressure to release Alexei Navalny, the Kremlin is ramping up domestic repression.
Russia Ramps Up Pressure Against Kremlin Critics
the Soviet Union had sought to establish Stalin's oppressive regime in the defeated country. "We are outraged by the German ambassador’s words," Zakharova pointed out. "Given the history of ...
Russia expects Germany’s clarification on envoy’s words about Soviet goals in WWII
The words “Stephan Silber’s Gasthaus”—“zum römischen ... the mass violence that characterized especially the borderlands or shatterzones of the German, Russian, Habsburg, and Ottoman Empires from ...
Shatterzone of Empires: Coexistence and Violence in the German, Habsburg, Russian, and Ottoman Borderlands
Germany and France have acted as peace brokers between Russia and Ukraine for years. Now, US President Joe Biden has thrown his hat into the ring as well.There are new signs of hope in the conflict ...
US aims to mediate Russia-Ukraine conflict
One of the Polish officers later did not mince words commenting on the actions ... The losses of the Soviet and German troops remain unknown. Świerczewski’s dream of capturing Dresden remained ...
Germany’s last victory over the Red Army in WWII
Looking for baby names with a global sensibility? Find out which German baby names we think are gorgeous, original, and meaningful.
German baby names you'll love
The world of 1939 was multipolar, with multiple states competing for power. By 1945, there were just two superpowers: America and the Soviet Union. The other contenders were smashed, occupied or ...
How World War II Transformed Russia’s Place in the World
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy and French President Emmanuel Macron were joined by German Chancellor Angela Merkel in voicing "shared concerns about the buildup of Russian troops on the ...
Merkel, Macron, Zelenskiy Call For End Of Russian Military Buildup Near Ukraine
Vladimir Putin’s system is killing the one person who can deliver Russians from their leader ... I couldn’t read a word of the scribbled note on a scrap of paper. But when we showed it to ...
Alexei Navalny is dying. Millions of Russians need him alive
The Russian Kalashnikov AK and the German ... “If we were to describe it using as few words as possible, you get German quality and reliability. It is one of the finest assault rifles of our ...
АK vs HK416: Which is better?
President Putin noted that Russia is the only country in the world that transfers technology for the production of its vaccines to other countries ...
Russia ready to support patent protection lift from COVID-19 vaccines in the world — Putin
German Chancellor Angela Merkel on Tuesday advocated for dialogue with Russia amid tensions over Moscow’s troop ... “I say this in my own words: When it comes to criticism of him, I don’t hold back. I ...
Merkel urges talks with Russia amid ‘worryingly tense’ Ukraine stand-off
In the words resound the memories of ... roots during the Soviet years. Catholics in Russia are largely heirs of Polish, Lithuanian and German ancestors, who often Russified names and surnames ...
Russian Catholic church celebrates 30 years since rebirth
Moscow retorted that it had sent troops to its western borders for combat drills because of "threats" from the transatlantic alliance, in an increasingly heated war of words between Russia and the ...
NATO and Moscow spar over Russian build-up around Ukraine
And the post-World War II transatlantic consensus is being complicated by splits within the bloc over the best ways to handle the rising power of Communist China and how to manage Russia ...
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